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1 Introduction

Providing scientific advice and recommendations for pub-

lic decision making entails identifying, selecting and

weighing evidence derived from multiple sources of

information through a systematic approach, while taking

into account ethical, cultural and societal factors. Inte-

grated in the evaluation process are exchanges between

regulatory agencies, private firms, scientific experts and

government representatives.

In the case of drugs and medical devices, health tech-

nology assessment (HTA) agencies are increasingly com-

missioned to evaluate innovations in order to provide

government with recommendations and advice on reim-

bursement and/or pricing. To undertake this task, HTA

agencies [1–6] in Europe and elsewhere have developed

methodological guidelines on the economic evaluation of

health technologies [7]. One component of these guidelines

deals with ways for both manufacturers (pharmaceutical

and medical device firms) and HTA agencies evaluators

(modelers, economists and public health experts) to address

uncertainty. Several types of uncertainty have indeed been

identified in HTA: methodological, parameter and struc-

tural uncertainty. Most guidelines describe quite well how

to deal with the first two categories, although there is still

room for improvement. However, recommendations about

how to tackle structural uncertainty remain largely elusive.

HTA agencies and decision makers may thus be exposed to

oversimplifying assessments and recommendations by

putting aside complex forms of uncertainty such as struc-

tural ‘deep’ uncertainty [8].

The editorial is not intended to promote new approaches

to exploring structural uncertainty, rather to emphasize

concerns related to the topic, such as definition and anal-

ysis. Our aim is therefore to highlight the need to renew the

analytical framework guidance for HTA.

2 From the Knightian to the Bayesian Uncertainty

Uncertainty and its exploration have been investigated

across many disciplines, including statistics, operations

research, philosophy and economics. Defining uncertainty

is a complex and challenging task, both theoretically and

practically [9].

The theoretical debate frequently focusses on the

quantification of ‘immeasurable’ or ‘deep’ uncertainty. As

early as 1921, Franck Knight paved the way for an essential

debate on uncertainty, how it can be defined, and the extent

to which it should be taken into account at either microe-

conomic or macroeconomic levels of economic analysis.

Knight [10] placed particular emphasis on the distinction

between ‘known risk’, which may be measured, and ‘true

uncertainty’, which is unlikely to be measured: ‘‘Uncer-

tainty must be taken in a sense radically distinct from the

familiar notion of risk, from which it has never been

properly separated. The essential fact is that ‘risk’ means in

some cases a quantity susceptible of measurement’’.
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Today, arguments against the Knightian view and in

favor of Bayesian decision theory are increasingly devel-

oped. According to the latter, all forms of uncertainty are

theoretically quantifiable. It is admittedly difficult and

uncomfortable to quantify uncertainty in many contexts

because ‘‘people find it difficult to express their knowledge

and beliefs in probabilistic form, so that elicitation of

probability distribution is a far from perfect process’’ [11].

However, if ultimately we are to make a decision under

uncertainty, our optimal action will be that which maxi-

mizes our utility given our subjective probability specifi-

cation over all relevant unknowns.

The Bayesian approach has been progressively included

in the formal assessment of uncertainty [12–15] and

applied in the value-of-information framework [16]. It

nevertheless remains that its handling by HTA guidelines

remains tricky and challenging.

3 Taking into Account Uncertainty
in the Economic Evaluation of Health
Technologies

Handling uncertainty is a concern shared by national HTA

guidelines (e.g. Australia [Pharmaceutical Benefits Advi-

sory Committee; PBAC] [1], Belgium [Health Care

Knowledge Centre; KCE 2015] [2], Canada [Canadian

Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health; CADT

2017] [3], England and Wales [National Institute for Health

and Care Excellence; NICE 2015] [4], France [Haute

Autorité de Santé; HAS 2012] [5] and the Netherlands [6]),

academic research [17], international associations (e.g.

International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Out-

comes Research–Society for Medical Decision Making

[ISPOR-SMDM] Modelling Good Research Practices Task

Force-6 2012 [18] and the European Network for Health

Technology Assessment [EUnetHTA] 2015 [19]). In par-

ticular, the ISPOR-SMDM Modelling Good Research

Practices Task Force-6 distinguished stochastic, parameter

and structural uncertainty. Broadly, stochastic uncertainty

refers to ‘random variability in outcomes between identical

patients’. Parameter uncertainty relates to the uncertainty

around the ‘true’ costs and effects for each decision option

because we are uncertain about the ‘true’ values of the

inputs of the model. Structural uncertainty is the most

difficult type of uncertainty to define and to grasp. Again,

according to Briggs et al. [18], structural uncertainty is

associated with ‘the assumptions inherent in the decision

model’. Today, although academic research suggests sev-

eral analytical frameworks allowing the exploration of

structural uncertainty [29–35], there are not yet any explicit

HTA recommendations about how to operationally address

structural uncertainty in national or international guidelines

related to health economic evaluation [20, 32].

4 Managing Structural Uncertainty in Health
Economic Evaluation: A Further Need
For Straightforward Definition and Practical
Health Technology Assessment (HTA) Guidance

A decision context is always characterized by limited

knowledge on either the condition under study or the effect

of the technology under evaluation. For example, drug

outcomes and health gains based on surrogate endpoints

[21, 22], incomplete data generated for the outcomes of

medical devices [23, 24] or partial understanding of disease

progression [25] put decision makers in a situation in

which they must make decisions based on incomplete

information. In limited knowledge environments, the lack

of in-depth exploration of structural uncertainty may pre-

vent both manufacturers and HTA agencies from optimally

assessing the magnitude of prediction errors related to

health economic outputs and consequently the confidence

associated with economic evaluation (e.g. cost-effective-

ness analysis).

To our knowledge, there is as yet no standard definition

of structural uncertainty. Admittedly, it was identified in

the late 2000s [26, 27], but no ‘operational’ definition of

structural uncertainty itself has yet been proposed. For

example, the report of the ISPOR-SMDM Modeling Good

Research Practices Task Force-6 [18] and Ghabri et al. [20]

associated it with the uncertainty related to ‘the assump-

tions inherent in the decision model’ or ‘model uncertainty’

and mentioned some analogies with concerns identified in

the analysis of standard multivariate regression.

Exploring structural uncertainty primarily requires a

renewed framework. Such a framework should first address

and overcome the difficulty in defining exactly what

structural uncertainty means. It cannot be defined as

‘uncertainty about the model’ because the model is built, so

it is not uncertain. It cannot be ‘uncertainty about the

assumptions or the structure of the model’, because that

would imply there is a ‘true’ model about which we are

uncertain. However, by definition, models are assumed

constructs of a reality based on the best available knowl-

edge. A frequently used quote in relation to models is that

‘‘all models are wrong, but some are useful’’ [28]. But if

they are wrong, what does model error mean? We are

uncertain about ‘true’ costs and effects for each of our

decision options because our model produces a prediction

that we know is doubtful since we know the model is not

perfect (cannot perfectly reflect the actual future outcomes

of the assessed intervention). Consequently, following

Strong and Oakley [34], structural uncertainty might be
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defined as the uncertainty that arises as a result of uncertain

model error in relation to the target quantities or more

generally the outcomes that the model is trying to predict.

Once the issue of defining structural uncertainty has

been taken up, the question of how to recommend

addressing it in HTA agencies arises. Considering the

genuine need to establish a renewed HTA framework, we

suggest the following interrogations. Should HTA agencies

go far enough in proposing ‘analytical’ tools to assess

structural uncertainty or at least explicitly recommend the

use of approaches of structural uncertainty already

explored in academic research? Should health economic

journals and peer reviewers stress the lack of exploration of

structural uncertainty? Much like with the validation of

health economic decision models and its related issues

[36], is it not time to put forward a dedicated tool for

structural uncertainty that would propose a commonly

accepted definition and good practices on undisputed ways

to include structural uncertainty in HTA?
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